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TOPICS OF INTEREST

Advancements in technology are a permanent driver for developments in engineering. But, at the same time, these advancements have introduced problems of a new type. One of these problems is the growing amount of data available to derive engineering decisions. In many practical applications the amount and complexity of data are so huge that decisive characteristics cannot be retrieved with reasonable effort, computational resources and time. For example, sensor and monitoring technology can provide data from engineering processes, systems and structures depending on spatial and time coordinates with almost arbitrary resolution. Fast or on-line decision-making or process control is then critical due to a demanding data analysis. Computational results are increasingly available in form of multi-dimensional samples from stochastic simulations, which challenges the engineer in identifying the most important dependencies and effects. Also, decision-making in management and strategy may involve this problem when pursued with web-based data collections of almost unlimited size and diversity. Surveillance data in the area of safety, security and defense possess a complexity which makes a fast evaluation difficult. To solve these problems, innovative concepts from Computer Science and Mathematics are increasingly implemented in engineering solutions. This Special Issue is focused on both theoretical and practical contributions dealing with large amounts of complex data from an engineering, computer science and mathematics perspective.

SUBMISSION GUIDELINES

ICAE is a scholarly research journal with a primary focus on novel computational modeling. Papers describing software development projects are not suitable. Authors are invited to contact the Guest Editors and indicate their intent to submit a paper for possible publication in the special issue as soon as possible. All papers will be peer-reviewed for originality by at least 3 referees on the journal's standard review form. Submission of a manuscript implies that it is the authors’ original unpublished work and the manuscript or any variation of it has not submitted for publication elsewhere previously. Please email the pdf file of your original manuscript by September 6, 2010 to Prof. Rudolf Kruse, Otto-von-Guericke-Universität Magdeburg, Fakultät für Informatik, IWS, Universitätsplatz 2, 39106 Magdeburg, Germany. Fax: +49-391-67-12018; E-mail: kruse@iws.cs.uni-magdeburg.de and rudolf-kruse@web.de (please submit to both).

Please also copy your email to Prof. H. Adeli, Editor-in-Chief, ICAE, Dept. of Civil and Environmental Engineering and Geodetic Science, The Ohio State University, 470 Hitchcock Hall, 2070 Neil Avenue, Columbus, Ohio 43210, U.S.A. Email: Adeli.1@osu.edu. In case you or your library is not a subscriber to the journal, we urge you to familiarize yourself with the format and scope of the journal before submission. A complimentary sample copy of the journal can be requested from the Dutch publisher IOS Press, Nieuwe Hemweg 6B, 1013 BG Amsterdam, The Netherlands (www.iospress.nl, Fax in Netherlands: 31-20-620 3419, Fax in U.S.A.: 1-703-323 3668).